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BACKED BY PPG

OUR PAINT. YOUR PRIDE.

At PPG, we know and appreciate the feeling of pride that 

comes from hard work and a job well done. And we believe 

there are no shortcuts. That’s why we pour more than a  

century’s worth of know-how into every can of paint —  

know-how earned through leadership in demanding fields, 

including aerospace, industrial manufacturing, marine,  

and oil & gas industry applications. When you apply PPG 

Paints, you’re applying the entire breadth and depth of this  

experience. So that when you finish the job and take a step 

back, you can feel truly proud of what you have accomplished.  

Offering class-leading performance, the Sun Proof name has been trusted by professional painters 
and homeowners since 1900. Sun Proof paint stands for quality, value and heritage —  

and it is backed by PPG to continue the tradition of long-lasting, durable beauty.

Outstanding Adhesion

Sun Proof  
Flat

CODE BASE  SIZES
72-110XI White & Pastel Qts., 1s, 5s

72-150XI Midtone Qts., 1s, 5s

72-300XI Ultra Deep Qts., 1s, 5s

72-45XI Super White 1s, 5s

Sun Proof  
Semi-Gloss

CODE BASE  SIZES
78-811XI White & Pastel Qts., 1s, 5s

78-815XI Midtone Qts., 1s, 5s

78-300XI Ultra Deep Qts., 1s, 5s

78-45XI Super White Qts., 1s, 5s

Sun Proof  
Satin

CODE BASE  SIZES
76-110XI White & Pastel Qts., 1s, 5s

76-150XI Midtone Qts., 1s, 5s

76-300XI Ultra Deep Qts., 1s, 5s

76-45XI Super White Qts., 1s, 5s



PROVEN ADVANTAGES

OUTSTANDING ADHESION 

We formulated Sun Proof paint to deliver outstanding adhesion, even to difficult surfaces. This helps to prevent your paint from  

cracking, peeling or flaking. Sun Proof paint outperformed leading competitors for both dry and wet adhesion after one-day and 

seven-day cure times.

ENVIRONMENTAL CYCLIC ADHESION 

Sun Proof paint delivers outstanding adhesion, even after exposure to demanding elements, such as rain and cold temperatures. We 

formulated Sun Proof paint to perform in these challenging conditions to help prevent your paint from cracking, peeling or flaking, 

and to ensure that your paint job will endure.  

Adhesion tests are performed in a laboratory setting on glossy aged alkyd panels, which are difficult for paint to adhere to. After 1-day and 7-day cure times,  

a cross-hatch is applied and both “dry” and “wet” adhesion are tested using an ASTM-specified tape.

Testing Method

Adhesion tests were performed in a laboratory setting over multiple days while being exposed to extreme temperatures and conditions.

Testing Method

GREAT DIRT RESISTANCE 

We formulated Sun Proof paint to deliver outstanding dirt resistance properties and help your next exterior paint job

to look freshly painted for years to come. Dirt and grime can simply be rinsed away with water. 

FLASH RUST RESISTANCE 

Sun Proof paint’s flash rust resistance properties help you to deliver a long-lasting, beautiful exterior. The formulation

helps ensure that rust stains — from items such as nail heads — won’t bleed through the paint on your next exterior job.

LOW-VOC FORMULAS

Sun Proof VOC levels are less than 50g/L and is VOC compliant in all regulated areas. 

A scribe is used to scratch a clean steel panel. The paint is applied to the panel and allowed to dry and then evaluated for the presence of rust 

staining or spotting.

A uniform coat of dirt is applied to the test panels and allowed to set in. The dirt is then washed off in the laboratory and measured for change in color.

Testing Method
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